32. Bell was active in Fulton _____ affairs and politics. He was also a successful businessman. In 1882, he established in Fulton the first telephone service in Mo. outside of St. Louis and Kansas City.

33. It had been a _____ ball game until Musial homered in the ninth.

34. Bell drew plans for Stephens College in Columbia and for buildings for both Wm. Woods and Westminster Colleges in Fulton, and for _____ Univ. in Jeff. City; also public schools in Centralia and Columbia.

37. _____ and behold!

38. _____ Dorado Springs, Mo., founded in 1881 to capitalize on its nearby spring water, boasts Mo.’s oldest performing municipal band in the U.S. at the longest continually-used bandstand.

39. In Fulton, Bell designed a hotel, public library, railroad _____, Churches and private homes, several of which are on the National Register of Historical Places.

40. Place for research rats.

42. It comes to those who wait?

43. Born in Maryland, Bell received an architectural _____ in Pittsburg, moved to Mo. in 1869, first to Mexico, Mo., and then settled and married in Fulton, Mo. in 1871.

45. Bell was received into the American _____ of Architects in 1881 and by 1891 became State architect of the State of Mo.

46. It is said that _____ shooting is more for migratory birds while skeet shooting is more for upland birds.

48. “___ pollux”, expression from Greek meaning the common people, the masses, often in a derogatory way. Used for example by English poets Dryden and Byron.

50. “Much ____ About Nothing,”—comedy by Wm. Shakespeare.

51. Now, ____ for you..

52. Bell was the architect for the Fulton State Hospital as well as _____ hospitals in Higginsville and Nevada, Mo.

54. Bell was architect for much of the Mo. School for the _____ building in Fulton, Mo. esp. after the great fire in 1888.

55. Bell was architect for the _____ Marmaduke House in Jefferson City; it was built in 1888 in the late Victorian style for thearden of the Mo. State penitentiary.

59. Don’t _____ the solemn occasion with your bawdy humor.

60. Once around the track.

61. Battery size.

62. Mauna ____ is one of the five volcanoes that form the (big) Island of Hawaii in the State of Hawaii.

63. ____ eleison, i.e., Lord have mercy. Although part of the Latin Mass, this prayer is actually Greek, the liturgical language of the early Church.

**ACROSS**

1. Mr. M. Fred Bell was an influential and remarkably _____ architect in Mo., esp. in central Mo.


14. “All that I had was taken to the king’s palace, except for my wife ____ and my son Tobiah,” (Tobit 1:20).

15. Letters for Information Security Operations Center; a facility where computer systems, on behalf of an institution or business, are monitored, assessed, and defended from IT threats.

17. Regular moderate exercise should help avoid the danger of a stroke or heart ___.

18. A delinquent soldier.

19. In 2002, Pope St. John Paul II added the Luminous Mysteries to this devotion.

21. Flying saucer driver perhaps.

23. Hoopster madness month.

25. Information Management and Securities (____), a company based in Mexico, Mo., provides document and record management.

28. _Ona pro _____; i.e., let us pray.

31. Letters for New England Author’s Expo; only since 2006 has it become the largest grassroots literary event in New England, a region awash with such events.

**DOWN**

1. Kansas City’s Fire Chief George Hale in the late 1800’s ____ more than 60 firefighting inventions and was once known as the “world’s most famous fireman.”

2. In Britain, abbr. for the Royal Navy.

3. I did it ___ whim (2 wds.).

4. On the MU campus, Bell from 1892-1895 was the architect for Jesse Hall; also the Biological/Geological bldg., Chemistry bldg., the _____ bldg., Engineering bldg., and others. They were grouped forming a quadrangle, which was later named for David Francis, a former governor of Mo.

5. The Jesse James Wax Museum near Stanton, Mo. claims to have the world’s only live _____ footage of Jesse James, or at least of one who claimed to be the famous outlaw.

6. “Without the assistance of grace, immortality ____ more of a burden than a blessing,”—St. Ambrose, on the death of his brother
7. Bell designed State ____ schools in Boonville, Chillicothe and Tipton, Mo.
8. The National Airspace System of the Federal Aviation Administration (____) is one of the most complex in the world.
9. I get a closer shave with __ __ Il Gillette razor than any other I tried (2 wds.).
11. British slang for thanks.
12. Abbr. for European Commission, which is essentially the executive branch of the European Union.
13. Internet country code for Denmark.
20. “She sells sea____ by the seashore,” —from English tongue-twister Sally Sells.
22. “The ____ at a local police station have been stolen. Police say they have nothing to go on,” —Ronnie Barker.
24. Part of A.D.
25. Four for Flavius Felix, Roman poet.
26. On a statewide level, Bell helped organize and lead the State ____, esp. in the Spanish Am. War. Nationally, he participated in and assisted at Democratic National Conventions.
27. Tele can be a prefix for phone or ____.
30. “So the Lord cast a deep ____ on the man...” (Genesis 2:21).
35. Dense South American timber, esp. used for decking, siding, fencing.
36. Referring to birth.
39. She is constantly overwrought, a real ____ queen.
41. It’s done in a game of pinochle.
42. “Et ____, Brute?” —Caesar’s last words, according to Shakespeare.
44. Letters for Goodrich, formerly a prominent name in rubber tires, now part of an aerospace company.
46. Short for a volatile explosive.
47. “Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, ____, and forever,” (Hebrews 13:8).
49. Clothes line?
51. It is said that half of ____ Americans still live within 50 miles of their birthplace.
52. Letters for Mo. Dept. of Ag.; the agency that has to do with the biggest industry in Mo.
53. Abbr. meaning “also known as”; used by law enforcement to mean alias.
55. To ____ is human; to forgive divine,” —English poet Alexander Pope.
56. Stole ____; a donation given to a priest for sacramental or ritual service.
57. Short for a 33 long playing record.
58. Chemical symbol for sodium.
59. This gospel follows Mt.